
Our work focuses in the basic image enhancement of 
colourisation, adding colour to grayscale media. 

Colorful Image Colourisation:  
•Only use colourisation loss (L1). 
•Produces desaturated results. 

Image-to-image translation with conditional adversarial 
networks (pix2pix):  
•Adds adversarial loss. 
•Unet architecture for the generator. 
•PatchGAN architecture for the discriminator. 

End-to-End Conditional GAN-based Architectures for Image 
Colourisation (Górriz et al.):  
•Adds a combination of batch and instance normalization 

(IBN). 
•Adds spectral normalization as a regularizaton step. 
•Adds a multi-scale discriminator. 

Instance-aware image colorization: 
•Proposes detecting the objects to colourise them 

individually. 
•A d d s a f u s i o n 

module to colourise 
the whole image.
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We introduce the feature reconstruction loss to train the network. 

The feature reconstruction loss [1] is computed as the squared and 
normalized euclidean distance between activations in a punctual layer of 
the network for the output and target image.  

For our implementation, we experimented with different backbones 
(networks from which we compute the activations): 

In our extended abtract, we also propose two different approaches to 
introduce a segmentation loss: 

      With a shared decoder:       With separate decoders: 

We provide a table with the quantitative results. We have chosen pixel-wise metrics: Peak 
Signal-to-Noise Ratio (PSNR), as well as histogram divergences: Kullback Liebler divergence (KL) 
and Jensson Shanon divergence (JS).  

We also provide the histograms for the colour channels. The histogram for the real images is 
the widest, which denotes more vivid colours in the resulting images. It is followed by our 
model with the VGG backbone. 

We performed a perceptual realism study. 35 Non-
expert participants were shown images coloured with: 
real, pix2pix, Górriz et al and our best-performing 
model. For each image shown, the participant has to 
indicate if the image has real or generated colours. The 
naturalness metric corresponds to the % of pictures 
noted as real from each model. 

We also show some results for the baselines and our best performing model:

GAN-based Image Colourisation with 
Feature Reconstruction Loss
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